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Abstract. $KS waveformsrecordedat distances
of about110ø are extremelyusefulto constrain
seismicvelocitystructureat the baseof the mantle. $KS wavesnearthisdistancedevelopa complicatedinterference
patternwith thephasesSPaKSand$KP,& We reportanomalous
behaviorof
this interferencein a numberof recordingsof deepearthquakes
beneathSouthAmericafrom stationsin EuropeandAfrica. We modelthesedatawith two-dimensional
dome-likestructures
at
the baseof the mantlewhich extendlaterallyby a few hundredkilometersand in which the shear
velocityis up to 30% lowerthanin thePreliminaryReferenceEarthModel (PREM). The spatial
extentof thesestructures,their positionwith respectto the SKS core exit points,and their seismic
characteristics
cannotbe uniquelydetermined.However,thepresence
of a dippingor a concaved
upperinterfaceis a key attributeof successful
models.Modelsthatinvokeflat layersareinsufficientlycomplexto explainthe mosterraticwaveformbehavior.The mostanomalous
datacorrespondto samplingregionsat the baseof the mantlebeneaththe EastAfricanRift andbeneaththe
Iceland,wherepossibly,wholemantleupwellingsform.

1. Introduction

berger,1998a],and SV-SHpolarization[Layet al., 1998].
Most of these body wave modeling efforts focused primarily
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Seismicmodels of D" are derived using a variety of data.
Tomographicmaps of D" [e.g., Li and Romanowicz,1996; Masters et al., 1996; Grand et al., 1997; Ritzwoller and Lavely,
1995] are primarily basedon body wave travel times. They

deepmantlebeneathAfrica by waveformmodeling. In particular, recordings of earthquakes in the southwestern Atlantic
Oceanat the Tanzania array show large shear wave travel time
delaysthat indicatethe presenceof anomalousstructurein the
lower mantle beneathAfrica (Plate 1).
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relatewith the long-wavelengthgeoid highs as expectedfor a
convecting mantle [Hager et al., 1985]. Additional seismological constraintson the spatial extent,seismicvelocity gradients,and shearvelocity anisotropywithin theselarge-scale
anomalieshave come from the modeling of PcP precursors
[Mori and Helmberger, 1995; Revenaughand Meyer, 1997],
broadbandSKS and SPaKS waveforms [Garnero and Helmberger, 1996], differential travel times [Breger and Romanowicz, 1998], broadbandprecursorsto PKP [Wen and Helm-

Rift. Ritsemaet al. [1998b] estimate that about 3-4 s of the S
delay is causedby anomalouslylow seismicvelocity structure
beneath the rift. The most compelling evidence that the remaining6-8 s of the delay of S and ScS is causedby low- velocity structurein the lower mantle beneath Africa is provided
by the SKS data from the Drake Passageevent shown in Plate
lb. The trend of SKS delays is opposite from the trend of S
and ScS of the Sandwich Island earthquake even though the

pathsthroughthe uppermantle are virtually identical.
These data have been modeled by Ritsema et al. [1998b]
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Figure 1. Schematic
ray plotsdisplaying
directS entering
the coreasP alongwith a diffractedray Paon the
left andP exitingthe coreasS andcontaining
a P multiplein a slowlayeron theright. The response
can reach
criticalangleif c•3> c•2asindicated
whichcanenhance
or reduceamplitudes
by locallydipping. We will refer
to thesetwo packetsof raysas (a) SPaKSand(b) SKPaS.

enhanced[Ni et al., 2000]. This model explainsthe data of SKPaSwith the SKS,we can constrainthe fine-scaleseismic
travel times from South
velocity and density structureat the baseof the mantle with

Plate 1 as well as S-SKS differential
American

events

recorded

in Africa.

We introduce

this

model

to define the shear velocity anomaly above the D" region as
the African low-velocity zone (ALVZ), but we do not imply
that the ALVZ is necessarilydetachedfrom the D", although it
is in Grand's [1994] tomographic results. Dynamic models
can reproduce ALVZ-type structures by invoking strong
depth-dependent viscosity [Thompson and Tackley, 1998;
Zhang and Yuen, 1997]. However, broad upwellings tend to
efficiently remove the core-mantle boundary (CMB)thermal
boundary layer, leading us to question what this slow D"
structure beneath the ALVZ is, whether it contains ultralow-

velocity zones(ULVZ) at its base, and how it relates to whole
mantle upwellings in general.

2.

relatively high resolution.
The PREM model predictsthat SPaKSand SKPaSseparate
from SKS near 110 ø. The bifurcation

PREM synthetics
shownon the rightin Figure2 asSPaKSand
SKPaSform a singlepulse(both phaseshaveidenticaltravel
time) that-iswell separated
fromSKSbeyondabout114ø. If
the P velocityat the baseof the mantleis lowerthan in PREM,
the bifurcation shifts to shorter distances [Garnero et al.,
1993]. Thus identifyingthis bifurcationpoint becomesan excellent tool for constrainingthe P velocity structureat local-

ized regionsjust above the CMB, although still ambiguous
with respectto SKS entry and exit points.
2.1. Anomalous Waveform Data Sampling the Base
of the Mantle

Analysis
The seismic phasesSPaKSand SKPaSare most clearly ob-

of SKS can be seen in

Beneath Iceland and Africa

The study of SPaKSand SKPaSwaveformsrequires re-

served
inradial
component
seismograms
recorded
atepicentral
cordings
ofrelatively
deep
earthquakes
inorder
toavoid
inter-

ferencewith the surfacereflectionsof pSKS and sSKS. We sedistanceslarger than 105ø-110ø. Thesephasesarrive just belected World-Wide SeismographStations Network (WWSSN)
hind the seismicphaseSKS and are producedwhen S impinges

upon
theCMB
atthecritical
S-to-P
conversion
angle
[Kindrecordings
of16deep
focus
earthquakes
(Table
1)beneath
and Miiller, 1975]. The paths of SKS, SPaKS,and SKPaS are
very similar in the core and mantle. However, SPaKS and
SKPaS also containsshortP diffractions along the base of the
mantle (Figure 1). By analyzingthe interferenceof SPaKS and
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Table 1. South American Events List

No.

0

Lat

Long

Depth,

(deg)

(deg)

km

1

Sept. 17,1965

1113:53.5

-1.4

-77.7

161

2
3

Nov.3, 1965
Feb. 15 1967

0139:3.20
1611:11.5

-9.04
-9.075

-71.32
-71.38

587
595

4
5
6
7

Sept.9,1967

106:44.5

-27.62

-63.15

Dec.27,1967

0853:51.4

-21.2

-68.3

Aug. 23,1968
July 25,1969

2236:49.8
066:42.1

-22
-25.49

-63.64
-63.21

577
135
513
573

8
9
10

June 4,1970
June 17,1970
Feb. 21,1971

049:25
0444:20.9
1035:19.7

-9.9
-16
-23.8

-78.9
-71.88
-67.19

57
99
165

11

May 8, 1971

0049:45.0

-42.28

-71.78

146

12
13

Oct. 25, 1973
Dec. 5,1974

148:58.5
1157:31.1

-21.96
-7.65

-63.65
-74.45

517
156

14
15

May 21,1979
Sept. 15,1982

2222:23.0
2022:57.8

-15.44
-14.53

-70.04
-70.79

209
153

16
17

Nov. 18,1982
Dec. 12,1983

1457:51.3
1221:12.0

-1.73
-28.13

-76.72
-63.15

190
602
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Figure 2. Displayof Tanzaniaarraywaveformdata (radial displacement)containing SKS interferenceand corresponding
syntheticsgeneratedwith a reflectivity code. The event and
path locationsare given in Plate 2.
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Plate1. Crosssections
of velocitystructure
connecting
Sandwich
Islandto theTanzania
array(shadedlines

in Plate2) alongwithraypathsappropriate
for(a)ScSandS and(b)SKSandS. Thecorresponding
travel
timesontherightwerecomputed
fromsynthetics
generated
forthese2-Dsections
(solidlines)alongwith
observed
picks
fromthearrayasdiscussed
byRitsema
etal. [1998b]reduced
by PREM.Thevelocity
model
wasderived
fromthetomographic
images
of Grand[1994]by applyinganadhocenhancement
scheme
proposedby Ni et al. [2000]for otherprofiles.
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SKSandSKPaS
areobviSouthAmericaandTanzaniaarrayrecordings
for an earthquake MITU andSING.At largerdistances,

ousastwodistinctpulsesin thedata. Thedifferential
travel
km andthe phasesSKSarriveswell afterSKSandSKKS(Fig- timeof SKSandSKPaSis well predictedby PREMsynthetics,
of SKPaSis anomalously
large.
ure2). Thewaveform
datashown
in Figure2 areanomalous
in buttheamplitude
A sample
of radialcomponent
WWSSN
recordings
is given
severalaspects.First,the traveltime of SKSis delayedby
beneathColombia. The Colombia event was at a depth of 70

in Figure3a. These
about 5-10 s. The SKS delay is particularlylarge at stations in Figure3 alongwithPREMsynthetics
AMBA andPUGE,apparentlyowingto the local rift structure dataaredividedshownin Figures3b-3d. Figure3b (Normal)
recordings
thatcan,to a largeextent,be explained
by
[Ritsema
et al., 1998a]. Second,
thereis an abruptchangein contains
for distancessmallerthan 110ø
the amplituderatioof SKKSto SKSbeginningat about110ø the PREMmodel.Recordings
with a noticeableincreaseindicative of the interferencecaused

(UME9 at 104ø throughUME7 at 110ø) showsimpleSKS

similarto thePREMsynthetics.
SKSandSKPaS
emerge
by theSKSbifurcation.Third,severalSKSpulsesareanoma- pulses
signalsin the recordElL at 9 near111ø, as prelouslybroaderthanpredicted
by PREM,especially
at stations asseparate

(a)PREM (b)Normal (c)lceland (d)Africa
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Figure3. Display
of (a)PREMsynthetics
accompanied
by(b)-(d)analog
WWSSN
records
(radialcomponent)
of SKSanddiffractions
displaying
normalandanomalous
waveforms
(beneath
Iceland(Figure3c) andAfrica

(Figure
3d)). Thenumbers
indicate
events
asidentified
in Table1. Thestations
areidentified
by theirthree

lattercodeswithcorresponding
locations
givenin Plate2. Timinglinesappropriate
for SKS,SPaKS
(PREM),
andSKPaS
(anomalous
withrespect
to Icelanddata)areincluded.Notethatevents5, 6, and12 appear
relativelysimple
at stations
ontheleftwhiletherecordings
of theseevents
atKEVandKRKarecomplex.The
samefeatureoccursat AAE for events2 and9. Note also that the two tracesof AAE that are not very anoma-

lous,AAE11 andAAE1, correspond
to thesouthern
andnorthernmost
paths.

23,870
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dictedby PREM. The P diffractionsassociatedwith the normal
data propagateprimarily through regions of D" wherethe average seismicwave velocity is PREM-like [Garnero and Helmberger, 1995, 1998]. The waveformsin Figure 3c (Iceland)
yield strong secondaryarrivals that develop at much shorter
distancesthan in the normal recordings in Figure 3b. Compare, for example, the broad signalsin recordingsKEV 14 with
the relatively narrow SKS signals in recordings NUR 14 insertedabove it for direct comparison.This same feature occurs
in KEV 14 when comparedwith UME 9. This implies that the
path to KEV is anomalousnear the CMB, since this broadness
doesnot appearto be a sourceeffect. Figure 3d (Africa) shows
anomalousrecordings at station AAE in easternAfrica. We
emphasizerecordingsAAE 2, AAE 3, and AAE 9. The "shoulder" on AAE 14 is similarto that of KBS. Note that thesetypes
of featuresoccurin the PREM syntheticsand more normal type
data at great distances,i.e., ElL 9. However,the recording of
eventAAE 11 does not show this featureeven though it is at
the same distance. The path correspondingto AAE 11 is locatedfarther to the southcomparedto the other recordingsand
could be a manifestation

of lateral variation.

The great circle pathscorresponding
to the data of Figure 3
are shownin Plate 2. Heavy line segmentsrepresentthe short
P wave diffractedpath along the CMB boundarywhich are colored red if they are associatedwith anomalous waveform behavior. Note that the southernpath segment associatedwith

(a) Fiji(l)

(b) Fiji(2)

0

0

AAE 11 is labeledblack (normal)as comparedto AAE 14, AAE
2, AAE 3, andAAE 9, which arelabeledred (anomalous).Here
we assumethat D" structures
causingthe waveformcomplexity
are located at the core exit locations of SKS within or at the

northernedgeof the large-scalelow shearvelocity anomaly
beneath Africa.

2.2. Modeling the SKS Waveform Bifurcation
To someextent,the waveformcomplexitiesseenin Figure 3
can be producedwith 1-D models which invoke reducedP velocities at the base of the mantle.

Such models

are effective

(c) Kermadec

(d) Iceland

(e) Africa

105 ø.

110 ø-

120 ø

20

20

in

producingthe delaysof SPaKSandSKPaSand enhancingtheir
amplitudes with respectto SKS [Garnero et al., 1993]. Synthetics for basal layers with thickness from 10 to 40 km and
with P andS velocity reductionsof 5% match the data well. If
the anomaly is confined to either the core entry or core exit
point of SKS, we need to increasethe velocity anomaliesto
10% [Helmberger et al., 1996a]. Such one-sided structures
with thicknessvariations ranging from 5 to 40 km fit are particularly useful to explain many anomalousmid-Pacific data
[Garnero and Helmberger, 1995]. A sample of these observations is displayed in Figure 4a. Note that a secondary
phase (SPaKS) emergesat epicentral distances smaller than
110% and several recordingsyield high-amplitude secondary
pulses (denoted by the solid dots) that cannot easily be ex-

0

2O

0

2O

0

2O

Time (sec)
Figure 4. Comparisoffof waveformobservationsfrom various anomalousregions. SeeGarnero and Helmberger [1998] for detailsaboutthe Fiji andKermadeceventsrecordedin North America. The timing lines are
the samein all columns indicating the SKS arrival relative to observeddiffractedP (dotted) and theoretical
PREM (dashed).
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central distances without introducing complex SKS coda.
Synthetics for models with dipping interfaces can be computedusing 1-D modelby simply increasingthe velocity contrast locally, where{x3becomesthe apparentvelocity referred
to as the "local stretchingapproximation"of Helmberger et al.
[1996b]. Another new method to compute more accuratesynthetics for such extreme models was introduced by Wen and
Helmberger[1998b]. In this approach,the interactionof SKS
and SKP•S with fine-scale CMB structure near the SKS core
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Figure 5. The three columnsof syntheticsare appropriatefor
threemodelsassumingvariousdegreesof dropsin P and S velocity along with indicated at the top. The layer thicknessis
30 kin. Mixed paths with a low-velocity layer for SPdKSand
PREM for SKPdS.(top)WWSSN(LP) simulation
with (bottom)
broadband
(BB) assuminga (2, 2, 2) trapezoidaltime history.
Thesesynthetics
are plottedas a recordsectionwith a reducing
velocity. Note the complexityas the shearvelocity drops and
shift of the interference

to shorter distances.

plained with models that employ flat basal layers. Enhanced
SPdKSand SKPdSamplitudes can be obtained when the shear
velocity in basal layers is significantly reduced (Figure 5);
however,an oscillatory wave train that follows SKS throughout the 110ø-110ø distancerange has not been observedin the
SKS coda. By reducingthe thicknessof the basal layer the osciliatory wave train is suppressed[Garnero and Helmberger,
1998]. Nonetheless,strongSKS waveform distortions such as
thoseshownin Figure 4 (dots) cannot be modeled with a simple flat-layered model since the observed second arrival is
anomalouslystrongand developsearly relative to PREM.
High-amplitude reflections are often recorded by stations
located in sedimentarybasins. These signals have been successfullymodeledusing dipping interfaces[Helmberger et al.,
1983]. Models with dipping interfaceslend themselvesalso to
the study of teleseismicSKS waveform data. As illustrated in
Figure 1, a structuredipping upwardallows for the develop-

mentof high-amplitude
SKP•Ssignalsat relativelyshortepi-

exit point is estimatedusing a finite difference technique,
while the propagationof SKS and SP•KS through the core and
mantle is treatedanalytically. A comparisonof the "local dipping approximation"against the more exact solution is also
made in Figure 6. The synthetics in Figure 6 (right) are computedfor a domethat is 80 km high, 200 km wide, in which the
P and S velocity is reducedby 10%. The dome is positioned
with respectto the SKS coreexit point to maximize the amplitude of the reflection from the upper boundary of the dome.
Internal multiples within the dome while notable are not
strongif the S velocity reduction is <10%, or if the height of
the dome is <20 km (Figure 7). Synthetics for domes with a
heightof 40 km and with P and S velocity reductionsof 10%
and 30%, respectively, provide a good match to the Iceland
profile, capturing most of the strong interferencenear 111ø
Only the averagestructure is sufficient for modeling these
waveforms. The shapeof the domeandthe velocity gradient at
its top affect the waveformsonly marginally [Wen and Helmberger, 1998b].
The models are not only nonunique in terms of trade-offs
between structural shape and seismic parametersbut also in
terms of the position of the ULVZ dome with respectto SKS
core exit points (Figure 8). If we place the dome such that the
P wave traveling upward within the dome is reflected back
downward at the upper boundary of the dome and reflected
backup at the core near critical angle S, we can generate a
strong and delayed SKP•S as displayed on the right. The amplitude of this convertedP-to-S phaseis large only over a few
degreesas discussedby Helmberger et al. [1996a], and the geometry becomesextremely important. Small lateral shifts of
the dome alter the amplitude of this phaseand producerapid
changesin the SKS-SKP•Sinterferencepattern. For example,
the recordingat KBS near 109ø in Figure 7 is obtained from a
distinctly different path than those traveling to KEV and KRK
(shown in Plate 3) and can be fit by synthetics for the 20D
model and by synthetics for the 40D model which invokes a
dome that is shifted slightly to the left (Figure 8c). Obviously, without a dense epicentral distance sampling of the
SKS-SKP•S we cannot constrain the shape and position of
ULVZ domes completely, nor do present-day tomographic
modelshelp us to discriminatebetweenviable models at this
small scale.

2.3. Modeling the African Waveform Data

A broad low shear velocity anomaly is located in D" beneaththe easternAtlantic and Africa (Plate 4, top) which is far
more anomalousthan the shear velocity structure beneath Iceland. However, station AAE appearsto be near the northern
edge. We would expectan Iceland-typegeometrywith the SKS
points situated on the limb of the structureand SKS bifurcation waveformsto samplemore of the slow velocity. In fact,
most AAE waveforms can be modeled with synthetics taken
from Figures8b-8d. For theseevents,SKS emergesto the right

23,872
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Figure 6. Comparisonof (left) the Iceland observationsagainstsyntheticsproducedby (middle) an analytical approachand (right) thosegeneratedby the hybrid method(dome). The numbersabove the synthetics indicatesthe ULVZ layer thicknessrelativeto the SKS pathwith the numbersin parenthesesindicating the percentagejump in ix3. The layer velocitiesand dome velocitiesare 10% lower than PREM both in P and S with
the samedensity. The domeheightis 80 km and is situatedrelativeto SKS to maximizethe diffraction amplitude.

of the structure. A comparison of the AAE observations
against these synthetics (Figure 8c) is displayed in Figure 9,
exceptfor the two records denoted by asterisks,selectedfrom
slightly different geometriesindicated in Figure 8. Waveform
complexitiessuchas a small shoulderin AAE 14 and perhaps
the high-amplitudeSKPdSpulsein AAE 9 are likely due to 3-D
structure. Althoughthe comparisonbetweendata and synthetics is not perfect,the 2-D syntheticsdo explainthe very strong
secondaryarrival near 111ø much better than synthetics computed for models with flat-layered structures.
The waveform correspondingto the southernmostpath to
AAE, denotedby the black segmentin Plate 4 is not as anomalous, and neither are many of the Tanzania array waveforms.
This couldmeanthat the ULVZ has pinched out or the geometry here is less favorable to SKPdS. It would appear that the
SKS exit points are near the maximum slowness,a situation

not unlike that producingFigure 8a. For comparison,we added
column(d) (Figure 10) containing our best fitting mixed 1-D
layeredmodel. The path geometry appearsto be in agreement
with most of the observations(Figure 10) wherethe SKPdSinterference occurs at relatively larger distance than at AAE.
These2-D synthetics were generatedfrom Figures 8a and 8d,
with a time history adjusted to roughly match the GOMA observationassumedto be (SKS- SKPdS)interferencefree. This
is relatively simple in the Mix 1-D model since the synthetics
reduce essentially to a delta function for distances less than
107ø. The 2-D structureswith large seismic parameterdrops
remain somewhat complex at all ranges because of internal
multiples, especially in Syn2D2. Figure 10c was included to
showthe expectedbehaviorfor the samedome positions used
in modelingthe AAE data set but with no long-period WWSSN
filter. These waveforms (Syn2D2) do not fit the observations
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very well, especiallyat the shorterdistances.The Syn2D1 syntheticsfit the dataquitewell exceptat a few stations(SING and
PUGE) whichprefera weakSKPdSsuchas displayed in column
Mix 1-D. The broadnessof someof the southernmostpaths,
suchas RUNG and MITU, is quite pronouncedin agreement
with Syn2D1 synthetics. Allowing the geometry to vary
slightly would obviouslyaid in the modelingprocess;that is,
the observations
at KIBE look like the averageof Syn2D1 and
Syn2D2. In short, it appearsthat the arraydata are sampling
somecomplex structureon the northernedge of a strong
anomaly,which is delaying the developmentof SKPdS. Another possibility is that the ULVZ is fading away into a LVZ
suchas modeledon the right. Either interpretationyields a
picture with rapidly varying CMB structurebeneaththe northern edge of Grand's [1994] anomalousD" structure. Thus it
appearsthat the Africanstructureis not unlike that occurring
beneaththe mid-Pacific,essentiallya widespreadlow-velocity
zonewith pocketsof ULVZs beneathsomeregions.
3.

thesedepthsor chemistry[Kellogget al., 1999]. At shallower
depths,receiverfunction analysis at the Tanzaniaarray also
suggestthat shearvelocities in the transitionzone,the structure betweenthe 410 and 660 km boundaries, are anomalously
low [Gurrola et al., 1999]. They suggestlateral changesin the
depthsto these boundaries and conclude that the transition
zone is-25 km thinner than the global averageof 250 km. A
similar result has been reported earlier for the transition zone
beneathIceland [Shen et al., 1996]. The P wave tomographic
modelby Bijwaard et al. [1998] also suggeststhat a continuous low-velocity anomaly extends from the upper mantle beneath Iceland to the CMB.

Africa and Iceland have both been

classifiedas regionswhere volcanismmay be relatedto mantle
plumes [e.g.,Sleep, 1990]. Thus, perhapsthe correlation of
mantle plumes with anomalous low-velocity regions at the
CMB, as proposedby Williams et al. [1998], has merit. Although the evidenceis weakerthan below Africa, there seems
to be a vertical

structure

beneath

the southern

Mid-Atlantic

Ridge,i.e., near55ø in Plate4 (top).
There is direct evidencefor an LVZ or perhapsan ULVZ beneath the north Mid-Atlantic as discussed earlier, i.e., path

Discussion

It appearsthat an ULVZ exists under a portion of the ALVZ

and may be associatedwith the upwelling process. The ALVZ
canbe seenin the upperpanelof Plate4 as a low shearvelocity
structurethat extends from the CMB into the upper mantle,
bracketedby SKS andSKKS. A much clearerexpressionof the
ALVZ extendinginto the uppermantle is shown by Ritsema et
al. [1999]. However, there appearsto be some horizontal offsetsalongthis path. This may indicatea changein the style of
convection caused by the expected increasein viscosity at

Iceland
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from SandwichIsland to VAL in Plate 2. Thus there appearsto
be some relationship between the downwelling beneath the
Americasand the upwellingto the east. If the fast velocities is
indicativeof heavy material (cold), as suggestedby Sidorin et
al. [1999], it may push the thermal boundary layer away from
the Americastoward Africa causing it to thicken, which could
be the anomalous layer (D")near the CMB beneath the ALVZ
in Plate 1.
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with PREM on the sourceend,and a 5% drop in a layer 3 0
km thick beneaththe array(seeFigure5). The dottedtracescorrespond
to the southernmostpaths as displayedin Plate 4.

Anotherexplanationis that the D" structurebeneathALVZ
is simplya manifestationof a small amountof melt. As suggestedby Knittle [1998], we might expectsomechemicaldifferentiation assuming a hot lower mantle [Holland and
Ahrens, 1997]. Some melt would move upward fueling the
upwellingdirectlyand somewouldmove downwardforminga
heavyslowD", providingthe CMB density anomalyproposed
by Ishii and Tromp[1999]. In this context,the ULVZs would
just be a local concentrationof particularlystrongmelt below
a major upwelling.
In conclusion,we have reviewed existing SKS bifurcation
waveformdata in comparisonwith observationssampling beneath Iceland and Pacific with new data from Africa.

To model

the extremedelays and strengthsof SKP,tSrelative to SKS in
some observations requires ULVZs containing shortwavelengthstructureson the CMB. Thus we have examined
the ray pathsthrough the Grand's [1994] tomographymodel
in detail for the simplest situation (Iceland) with the most
complex(Africa). Velocity dropsin S of up to 30% and curvature of interfacesof 40 km over 300 km laterally proved effective in modeling efforts in both situations. However,these
syntheticsare 2-D and the structureis obviously3-D. Thus, to
resolvethesedetailedfeaturesof ULVZs in relationshipto surroundingstructurewill require very densestation coverageof
the type proposedin the U.S. array experimentalong with 3-D
synthetics.
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